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Abstract 

Scrap is one of the foremost wastes generated in the manufacturing industries. Collection of the scrap is a dangerous 

task that requires more labor work and is also a time consuming one. A “SCRAP COLLECTING MACHINE” is 

intended to expel metal pieces from the work station to the transfer zone with the assistance of Magnet and IR sensor. 

The utilization of this scrap machine lessens human endeavors and the odds of danger. The gathering work station 

comprises of the workstations, transports and iron breaking machine. The enormous iron pieces from the work region 

are gathered by a transport and are brought to an iron breaking machine to diminish its size. This broke iron pieces are 

carried away from the machine to the rail module through a transport for transfer [1], [2]. 
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Introduction 

The scrap collecting machine is used for making scrap out of any place. We make a machine which collects the whole 

scrap into a place. The principle point of the machine is to gather scrap while any manufacturing process and transport 

based, simple to work, simple development, less-space required. In this task we are gathering scrap in the machine by 

utilizing basin gave at front of it. The transport utilizing dc engines herein one engine is utilized for interface with 

transport for directing piece into machine. Another engine required to associate with the wheel to giving driving 

movement to scrap collector chasis [3]–[5]. After the belt transport a sheet metal plate is given magnets which isolates 

attractive piece and non attractive piece and afterward to a capacity compartment so we can reuse the pieces. This 

machines are some sort of substantial there for its hard to deal with physically and furthermore we understood that 

computerization is need of the present modern world then there is a remote control working for our machine. More often 

than not it is troublesome gather scrap from machines parts and machine bed for that reason a vacuum cleaner used to 

suck the piece and tumble down on belt transport and isolating it as attractive and nonmagnetic piece in various 

collectors [6]. 

 

Result  

The scrap collecting machine is successfully completed in order to collect scraps while manufacturing operations. The 

aim in this paper is to collect metallic or non-metallic scrap in a specific area for removing scrap wastages.  
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Conclusion 

Through the strap collecting machine, the manufacturing industry will be posses with less wastage such that this 

wastage can be used for recycling processes. This machine will enhance the profits of manufacturing industries through 

recycling of more and more scrap. 
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